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During this workshop we shall be working
with you to help you better understand the
sales process and what it takes for you to be
successful in a sales or customer facing role.
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We shall be exploring the 7steps of the sales
process, as well as the steps that need to be

undertaken both before and after each
face-to-face meeting. We shall also be
working on the complementary skills and
attitudes that contribute to sales success.
Although the programme is principally
designed for you when you meet customers
and clients face-to-face, if your sales work
is mainly on the phone then this programme
will also help you to be more confident and
effective in your telephone contacts.
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Create even better Sales

This brochure and its contents remain the copyright of
ASK Business Development Limited and Colette Johnson.
No reproduction or copying of the material within this
brochure is permitted.

Mike Kean
– Training Consultant
Mike has been enabling people in a variety of
businesses to enhance and improve their sales,
communication and leadership skills.
A proven track record in Training and Management
combined with training, coaching & leadership skills
gives Colette the ability to deliver with a high degree of
credibility and confidence.
Workshops are always interactive, upbeat and
motivational with the emphasis on learning practical
skills that can easily be transferred back to the
workplace.
Away from the workplace Mike enjoys golf, cooking for
the family and flying small aircraft.

Designed by Sue Leach.
email: leachsusanleach@aol.com
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The 7 Steps of the sales process are:
1. Preparation / Planning / Rapport
2. The Opening Statement

3. Customer Needs Analysis
4. Presentation

5. Agreement on Action
6. Post call review
7. Administration
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Developing & Maintaining
an Attitude of Success
One of the key features of

As we work through the Programme,

they have an attitude of success –

makes up a positive attitude and

successful salespeople is that

they believe strongly in themselves
and they believe strongly in their

companies and the products and

we shall be exploring specifically what
how we can develop and maintain it
for ourselves more consistently.

services that they sell. They also view
their customers and prospects in a
very positive light.

ASK Business Development Limited.©

7 Steps Sales Process
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Preparation/Planning/Rapport
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Why the Rapport step?
Establishing rapport or ‘getting in step’ with the prospect is ‘opening doors’

and keeping them open long enough for you to gain opening for both yourself

Preparation is Key to Success

and your company.

It could be said this is one of the most important areas in the sales process,

because without it, you will not get the co-operation of the prospect. Rapport
can be both lost and gained, and needs to be established and maintained
throughout the sales process.

Building good rapport with people helps to build trust
and can make people feel comfortable and relaxed.
If this happens the next step of ‘CNA’ becomes

easier and you increase your chances of gaining
more open answers to your questions.
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